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Executive Summary
The Cranbrook Landscape Model (CLM) uses spatially-explicit simulation modelling to 
integrate knowledge about the Cranbrook timber supply area, including embedded private 
forest lands, to simulate landscape change over time and to project implications of land-use 
policies on timber supply, natural disturbance, coarse filter biodiversity and habitat for 
species of interest. Associated spatial analysis models are used to examine patterns of  
historical logging, fires and mountain pine beetle, and to back-cast forest conditions.

The CLM is intended to examine both retrospective and future trends. Retrospective analysis 
can be used to assess the degree of change from current conditions that could have been  
possible had alternative policies been followed. Projections of future conditions can be used 
to assess trends if current forest practices continue unchanged, to estimate landscape  
patterns that would result from natural disturbances in the absence of industrial forestry, and 
to experimentally examine consequences of alternative forest practices or assumed  
environmental conditions.  

The CLM consists of an interacting suite of SELES 1 (Fall and Fall, 2001) models.  The base 
landscape module combines spatial timber supply projection with road building, species 
succession and natural disturbance, including the current MPB outbreak. It can project 
specific locations where roads are built and logging undertaken, and simulate forest 
succession and growth.  Stand-replacing natural disturbances (including fire and insect 
outbreaks) can be applied in each Biogeoclimatic variant based on disturbance history 
information, creating disturbances patches across the landscape.  The CLM projects 
conditions on each individual one-hectare piece of the landscape, so both temporal and 
spatial consequences of management policies and decisions can be explored and contrasted  
with natural disturbance.  

Implications for timber supply are explored within the core CLM module.  For any given set 
of management constraints, the CLM is run iteratively to test different annual cut rates and 
converge on the maximum rate (expressed as a proportion of the current harvest level) that  
satisfies long-range yield criteria.  

The CLM does not in itself evaluate biodiversity, economics, social well-being or rate wildlife 
habitat suitability.  Instead, the CLM exports quantitative landscape data such as forest age, 
canopy closure, and tree height, which can be interpreted directly by domain experts or used 
to drive separate computer models that rate habitat suitability for species of interest (e.g. 
habitat supply models for grizzly bear, woodland caribou, and American marten 
implemented in NETICA).  Since the CLM provides landscape data both over time and 
spatce, the combination of the CLM and species models can be used to estimate how the  
spatial distribution of habitat changes over time.

Effective interpretation of CLM projections is best accomplished with the assistance of  
relevant domain experts, in order to examine potential implications management decisions 
and social choices among competing land use alternatives. 

1 Spatially Explicit Landscape Event Simulator
____________________________________________________________________
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1.0  Introduction
The purpose of this document is to describe the Cranbrook Landscape Model, and clarify its  
role in the FIA projects “A strategic analysis framework for managing forests under the 
mountain pine beetle outbreak” and “Development of analytic and decision models for  
assessing grizzly bear needs from forest management objectives” (Grizzly Bear Decision 
Support).  Intended audiences are the Flathead landscape stakeholders, including 
government agencies, MoE, MoFR and ILMB, Tembec and Canfor Licensees, Nature Trust, 
Nature Conservancy, and the East Kootenay Environmental Society.

The Cranbrook Landscape Model (CLM) is a set of spatial simulation models implemented  
using the Spatially Explicit Landscape Event Simulator spatio-temporal modelling tool 
(SELES; Fall and Fall, 2001; Appendix 1).  These models project dynamic landscape 
conditions, and provide output data used by domain experts and other computer models to 
examine timber supply impacts, coarse filter biodiversity and habitat suitability for selected 
wildlife species, specifically Grizzly Bear (Ursus Horribilis).  This document provides detail on 
the structure of the CLM and the linkage of its components.  

The CLM was constructed with input from the Grizzly Bear Decision Support project 
(GBDS) and the Cranbrook study area MPB stakeholders (CBMPB).  The models purpose is 
to help the CBMPB and GBDS project leaders and stakeholders examine future 
consequences of management directions on landscape condition and grizzly bear habitat  
supply.  Specifically, the CLM will be used to:

 project future trends in coarse filter biodiversity, and indicators of grizzly bear 
habitat under current and alternate forest management,   

 project patterns of forest structure that might exist on the landscape as a result of  
natural disturbance in the absence of industrial forestry, and

 experimentally examine future trends in timber, biodiversity and indicators of 
wildlife habitat supply if alternate forest management decisions are made.

 examine interactions with the current MPB outbreak
 explore potential changes to natural disturbance and MPB due to climate change.

Construction of the CLM is a collaborative effort by a team of experts from both inside and  
outside government.   The team includes experts in data management, spatial analysis, 
environmental risk assessment, decision support systems, timber supply, timber inventory, 
operational forestry, species biology, conservation biology and land use planning. 
Construction and interpretation of the CLM will benefit from experience in other planning  
processes, particularly the Morice Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP), North 
Coast LRMP, planning undertaken regarding mountain pine beetle attack in the Kamloops, 
Morice and Lakes TSAs (Fall et al. 2002, Fall et al. 2003), and collaboration with Forest 
Inventory and Analysis Branch (Fall 2002).  Rather than starting from scratch, 
implementation of the CLM started with SELES models originally prepared for mountain  
pine beetle evaluation, and land-use planning processes (Morice LRMP, Fall et al. 2004; 
North Coast LRMP, Morgan et al. 2002). 

____________________________________________________________________
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Results from the CLM are intended to be considered by the GBDS and the CBMPB project 
leaders in the context of understanding landscape dynamics and interactions.  Results should 
be interpreted with the advice from, and discussion with, appropriate technical experts. 
There are many reasons why expert advice may be helpful, but three major ones, with 
respect to the CBMPB, deserve mention here:

 Output from the model must be evaluated with the underlying assumptions and data 
limitations in mind.  Since it is unlikely that all CBMPB members will be able to 
become sufficiently familiar with the CLM to fully understand its characteristics and 
limitations, expert assistance can help ensure that model output is kept in appropriate 
perspective.

 It is not feasible, both due to time limitations and to technical constraints, for the 
CLM to test all management decisions of potential interest to the CBMPB.  At best,  
the CLM can clarify the implications of only some management options, not all of  
them.  This means that expert assistance can help combine and compare results of 
formal modelling with other means of analysis.   There is insufficient time to  
perform complete analysis of the timber supply implications. The timber supply  
implications are meant to capture a coarse assessment of the relative degree of  
impact of different scenarios.

 Finally, the CLM describes the technical ecological dimension of a socio-ecological 
system.  The CBMPB may have an interest in considering social choices, not just 
technical projections.  The CLM can provide information relevant to these social 
choices, but it is not set up to, or intended to, directly assist with the necessary and 
important social choices that will inevitably be part of a full discussion of socio-
ecological system condition.  Human judgement on the part of CBMPB and  
technical advisors will be very important regardless of model projections.

The remaining sections of this report describe the structure and functioning of the CLM.  
Detailed descriptions of the species models are undertaken elsewhere, and will not be  
repeated here.

2.0 Cranbrook Landscape Model Description
This section briefly describes the conceptual basis and main assumptions in the Cranbrook 
Landscape Model, including the planning indicators calculated and the ecological and 
management processes modelled.  Appendices describe more details regarding calibration 
with the timber supply review analysis, specific model inputs/outputs, and key elements (e.g. 
timber supply analysis).

2.1 Overview of the SELES Model for the Cranbrook TSA
The Cranbrook Landscape Model (CLM) was developed with SELES (Spatially Explicit 
Landscape Event Simulator; Fall and Fall 2001), a tool for building landscape models that 
supports a collaborative framework (Fall et. al 2001; Appendix 2). The CLM combines and 
adapts models built in SELES for other study areas and projects. In particular, it integrates 
the Spatial Timber Supply Model (STSM) built in collaboration with Forest Analysis and 
Inventory Branch (Fall 2002b; Appendices 3 and 4). It includes agents of natural  
disturbance, such as were built in the Robson Valley, Columbia Mountains and Invermere 
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landscape models (Morgan and Fall 1999). The CLM also adds some newly developed 
elements, in particular to support retrospective analysis, the current MPB outbreak 
(Appendix 7) and climate change (Appendices 8 and 9).

The SELES model constructed for the Cranbrook TSA consists of a linked set of sub-
models of two classes.  First, there are models of landscape change that simulate forest  
growth, natural disturbance (fire and mountain pine beetle), forest harvesting, and road 
development.  Second, there are models that calculate and export indicators for forestry, 
coarse filter biodiversity, caribou, grizzly bear, patch pattern and timber.  The resulting 
integrated model is called the Cranbrook Landscape Model (CLM). 

The first step in the development of the CLM is to calibrate harvesting and forest growth  
with the timber supply analysis done aspatially using FSSIM for TSR 3 (Forsite Consultants 
2004; Appendix 5). This step ensures that the CLM accurately models timber supply 
assumptions in the Cranbrook TSA.  The next step is to incorporate components specific to 
the needs of the study area.  This includes making the harvesting sub-model spatial and to  
include road development, to include species succession dynamics, to include stand-replacing 
natural disturbance, to track canopy closure class, and to output a suite of indicators of 
interest for the GBDS project leaders and the CBMPB. The harvesting and disturbance 
modules were also enhanced to support retrospective analyses based on historic disturbance 
history for the area, and to support simultaneous modeling of the Tembec private managed 
forest land (Appendix 6).

The CLM can be viewed most simply as an “input-process-output” system (Figure 1).  The 
inputs consist of digital, raster maps describing the land base and parameter files and  
variables that control model behaviour.  The outputs include text files that record various 
aspects of the condition of the land base (e.g. growing stock, age class distribution) and  
raster maps of habitat patch types (e.g. young, mid-age and old forest patches) during the 
simulation.  Output is used both to verify correct model behaviour and as indicators for 
values of interest.  Via the user interface of SELES, the model landscape can be viewed  
during model runs.  The “process” portion of the Cranbrook Landscape Model consists of  
dynamic sub-models that simulate ecological and management-induced change (e.g., stand 
ageing, harvesting) as a complex interacting system. The model projects initial landscape 
conditions (described by input maps) forward through time, using processes represented in 
the sub-models (and controlled partially by input parameters) to create a model of landscape  
dynamics and to estimate future landscape conditions (summarised in output files and spatial 
maps).

____________________________________________________________________
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Figure 1. General structure of the Cranbrook Landscape Model.  Spatial and tabular  
information specify the starting conditions, while scenarios set up a desired set of 
parameters to run.  The process models project landscape conditions through time, and 
output is available visually and in output indicator files.   

The CLM simulates specific processes; it does not determine optimal solutions.  The model 
is stochastic, generating disturbance events in space and time using probability distributions. 
Thus, each model run may produce different results and hence when appropriate, the model 
must be run several times to determine averages and ranges for each scenario modelled.

The CLM is more accurately portrayed as a meta-model that consists of several distinct  
SELES models, which communicate via files known a loose-coupling via pipelining (Figure
2). The “Preprocessing” module represents a suite of modules used to derive information  
for input to the main model, such as road network processing, disturbance and harvesting 
patch pattern analysis. The “landscape projection” module processes the principal agents of 
change being modelled, specifically ageing, tree species succession, inventory assessment, 
stand-replacing natural disturbance (mostly fire), partial natural disturbance (mostly 
mountain pine beetle), harvesting, and road building. Note that these event types are semi-
independent, and some can be disabled when appropriate (e.g. some management scenarios 
do not include explicit natural disturbance, while the natural base case does not include 
harvesting and road building). The output from the primary landscape dynamics component 
is used as input to the indicator summary modules. The patch pattern analysis module only 
requires projected stand age conditions. The grizzly bear habitat suitability model requires 
fairly detailed spatial analysis, and so is processed in a separate module from the other 
indicators (timber), which essentially summarize landscape conditions under a variety of 
strata.

____________________________________________________________________
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Figure 2. Linkages among the CLM modules, showing how the landscape dynamics outputs 
are used as inputs to post-processing modules to compute the desired indicator files.

2.2 Spatial and Temporal Resolution
The CLM uses 1ha cell resolution, where each cell is 100m x 100m square.  Spatial entities 
below this resolution, such as stream buffers and roads, are modelled as a percent of a cell. 
The CLM generally models time in 10-year steps (with 1-year steps used to model the 
present MPB outbreak over the next two decades), and it exports indicator attributes each 
decade (although analysis focuses on specific periods). The time horizon for each run of the  
model is generally 400 years, but can be varied depending on the simulation objective.

2.3 Input Data
Digital maps describe land units that are used by a modelled process or that are used to 
create indicators.  All maps came directly from or were derived from information from MoF 
inventory.  Digital maps describe physiography, ecology, timber values, land-use units and 
roads (See Appendix 1 for a complete inventory list).  See the timber supply review analysis 
report (Forsite Consultants, 2004) for a description of analysis units, and other base 
inventories.
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2.3.1  Roads
The CLM uses maps of existing roads to identify initial conditions.  New roads in the THLB 
are built within the CLM by connecting short segments to the mapped road network as 
development progresses.

2.3.2  Parameter Files
In addition to spatial information, a variety of parameters are required. Influential  
parameters include stand growth and yield curves, minimum harvest ages, annual allowable 
cut, forest cover constraints and species succession probabilities (See Fall, 2002b for a full 
list of parameter files).

 Along with zoning, forest cover rules provide a means of emphasising different values in  
different model scenarios. Within zones, harvesting is restricted by specifying forest cover 
rules that require a minimum amount of old forest or of mature and old forest combined or  
a maximum amount of young forest.  The proportions of each forest age class required and  
the definitions of each age class vary among zone types.

Forest cover rules do not necessarily apply to a single zone, rather they are usually applied to 
all areas in the same zone within a landscape unit2.  To the extent they are ecologically 
distinct, landscape units provide a logical scale for applying forest cover rules.  They are 
typically used as a proxy for managing for coarse filter biodiversity within TSR.  The size of 
management zones, as influenced by the applicable landscape unit and land base influences 
the effect of forest cover rules.  Large zones potentially allow a concentrated disturbance;  
several smaller zones (of the same type) distribute the disturbance.

2.3 Pre-processing Models
Several previously constructed spatial models are used to prepare inputs for the CLM. Road 
access is a key issue in the study area. A “network processing” model takes the provided road 
layer and breaks it into small road segments (e.g. dividing at bifurcations). This can then be 
used to capture road access constraints during harvesting and used to estimate road activity 
levels for the grizzly habitat model.

A patch pattern analysis tool, similar to Fragstats but implemented in SELES, was used to 
examine historic patterns of harvest, fires and mountain pine beetle. These assessments were  
used to derive parameters for empirically-based natural disturbance models (patch size 
distribution, number of patches distribution).

2.4 Landscape Projection Model
The overall design of the primary landscape dynamics component consists of a set of linked  
process models for inventory assessment, harvesting, natural disturbance, stand ageing and 
succession, and road development (Figure 3).  

2 Landscape units describe geographic regions approximately analogous to large watersheds.
____________________________________________________________________
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Figure 3. Overall conceptual design of the Cranbrook Landscape Model landscape dynamics  
component.  Each main modeled process is shown as an oval, while the main parts of the 
landscape state (represented as spatial data layers and tables) are shown in the centre, and 
output files are shown as grey drums. Arrows indicate whether a process depends on and/or 
modifies the connected landscape state, or produces output.

The forest is represented using species (dominant, sub-dominant) and age.  It also includes 
volume (standing green, salvageable) and stand height estimates. Harvest availability indicates 
which cells are available for harvesting according to harvest policy and rules as specified in 
the timber supply analysis or according to spatial rules (e.g. road access limits). The timber 
harvesting landbase (THLB) is modeled spatially as a percentage of each cell in the THLB, 
derived using the same information as in TSR 3. We compute analysis units (AUs) using the 
same set of rules as used in the timber supply review (TSR 3) and track the volume of  
growing stock in each cell based on input yield curves, analysis unit and stand age. The road 
state tracks current and developed roads.

Models of landscape change include forest growth, natural disturbance, forest harvesting  
and access development. Within-stand disturbances, caused by disease, insects and 
windthrow, are not explicitly modelled, however, their timber-related impacts are accounted 
for in estimates of volume harvested (non-recovered losses).

Forest management strategies used in the model control the amount and distribution of 
logging disturbance within zones, as well as amount and location of roads developed.

Priorities and partitions can be used to control harvest focus. One set of priorities were  
defined to capture the rules applied in TSR 3. Other sets were designed to focus on (i) 
salvage; (ii) minimizing road construction; (iii) stands susceptible to mountain pine beetle; or 
(iv) historic logging locations (for matching past harvest sequence in some retrospective 
analyses). We also used a partition to include harvesting in the Tembec private managed 
forest land area.

2.4.1 Forest Growth and Succession
The forest growth sub-model was designed to age forested cells annually, to maintain 
analysis units, to update global tracking variables and to enable post-harvest planting and 
forest growth to be modelled.  Stand ageing simply increments the age in each forested unit 
by the timestep (10-years) up to a maximum age (450 years).

Initial analysis units were provided from inventory, and are updated post-harvesting using 
the same rules as in the TSR.  Resource Emphasis Area (REA) zones include visual quality 
(VQO), caribou, grizzly, and integrated resource management (IRM) zones.  Target amounts 

____________________________________________________________________
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are computed over the productive forest for VQO and landscape-scale biodiversity (B.C. 
Min. for Forests and B.C. Min. of Environment, Lands and Parks. 1999) as applied in the 
TSR, and over the THLB forest for the IRM, caribou and grizzly zones.  

Stand volume at a given age on a given analysis unit is estimated by a yield table look-up. 
Planting is assumed to occur in all stands after harvest.  Following their first harvest, stands 
move to a “managed stand” analysis unit, having a different associated growth curve. 
Managed stands grow faster than natural stands.

Succession was modelled using vegetation pathway diagrams developed as part of the  
Invermere Landscape Model (Morgan and Fall 1999). These pathways were developed 
through workshops, and capture the trends generally agreed to by experts regarding species 
shifts through time on different sites following different events.

2.4.2 Inventory and Harvest Availability
At the start of each 10-year period, the volume estimates are updated and growing stock in  
various categories are computed (e.g. overall, in timber harvesting landbase, merchantable, 
available).  This sub-model also assesses harvest availability by applying the various 
constraints on harvesting (min. harvest age, access, forest cover constraints). When 
constraints are not met (e.g. min. old-growth requirements), stands may be reserved as 
recruitment. In addition to growing stock information, this sub-model outputs the area of 
THLB that is unavailable for harvest (locked-up or limited) due to maturity, access or 
management objectives (e.g. adjacency if it is enabled or BEOs) (See Fall 2002 for further 
discussion).

2.4.3 Harvesting Model 
The harvesting sub-model is implemented using a variant of the SELES Spatial Timber  
Supply Model (Fall 2002b) and captures the management regime, assumptions and uses the 
same data as the base Cranbrook Timber Supply analysis done using FSSIM (Forsite 
Consultants 2004).  Instead of harvesting portions of analysis units, as FSSIM does, the  
CLM implementation harvests the THLB portion of 1 hectare cells within the eligible  
analysis units that meet the “relative oldest first” harvest rule to achieve the harvest rate 
(m3/yr) using volume yield information (curves that describe volume for different types and 
ages of forest).  Priorities define areas of the land base (static or dynamic) into which to  
focus harvest or to apply additional preferences. They can be in scenarios to focus harvest 
on salvage, stand with high susceptibility to MPB, etc. A description of the logic is given in 
Table 1.  In a spatial context this is analogous to harvesting in a given polygon without a 
target block size.  Height is assigned to each stand based on height curves generated from 
the Cranbrook Timber Supply Analysis.

Table 1.  Steps used to choose cells in the logging sub-model.

1. Limit harvesting disturbance to eligible land:
 the timber harvesting landbase;
 eligible zones (age class structure allows harvesting; status updated with each 

disturbance);

____________________________________________________________________
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 areas within 2 km of an existing road;
 stands older than minimum harvest age;
 stands without adjacency constraints (i.e., stands not next to recently harvested 

stands);
 Stands within the current priority or partition definition.

2. Assign priority of new harvesting to each map cell based on
 stand age;
 priority or partition focus;
 select new cell location (first map cell to harvest) based on eligibility and priority: 

 build a road from the cell to the nearest road cell (see section 2.4.4) 
 harvest the cell and set stand age to zero; 
 update tracking variables (e.g. annual volume harvested and seral distribution for 

applicable zones); 
 reduce the area of THLB in the cell to account for new access roads and for within-

block development. 

2.4.4 Road Access
With cutblock (1 hectare cells in this case) spread, the sub-model assumes that roads, skid 
trails and landings develop. Within-cutblock (cell) development (roads, skid trails and 
landings) reduces the net forested area and hence future volumes harvestable.  In addition, a 
pre-defined average aerial impact of main road access is applied to each block, further  
reducing net forested area.  Within-block development and average road impacts apply only 
when a natural stand is harvested the first time.

The logging sub-model explicitly connects cutblocks to the main road network.  It connects 
“landings” (first cell harvested in block) by straight-line “spur” road segment to the nearest 
existing or future road location. Spur roads may connect to an existing mapped road, a 
previously created spur road or a future mapped road. In the latter case, the future segment 
is then activated along with any “downstream” future roads to the nearest existing road. This 
method of modelling road development allows an approximation of the amount of road  
required to meet a harvest request, allows access restrictions to influence harvesting while 
harvesting reduced access constraints over time, and allows roads to be used in the 
computation of output indicators. 

2.4.5 Natural Disturbance
Several difference approaches to modelling natural disturbance have been developed for the 
CLM.  The first approach is empirical disturbance projection. Stand-replacing natural 
disturbance is modelled with disturbance rates and patch sizes applied separately by natural 
disturbance type (NDT) landscapes (G. Utzig, pers. comm.) based on an analysis of historic 
disturbance levels for the Cranbrook TSA.  This sub-model captures all stand-replacing 
natural disturbance events, primarily fire and bark beetles. The disturbance parameters 
specify the overall disturbance cycle (e.g. 350 years) to apply within an NDT, as well as the 
number of disturbance patches and patch size distribution. In each 10-year period, a number 
of ignitions are chosen for each NDT, and for each ignition a target size is selected. The 
disturbance patch spreads from the start point, setting stand age to zero as it proceeds. The 
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NDT boundaries do not preclude spread, and so areas near a boundary will be influenced by 
the neighbouring NDT (as would be expected). This model was designed to operate with 
climate change projections of BEC zones (see Appendix 9).

The second approach is to apply historic disturbances for retrospective analysis. These 
models simply disturb a specified area each period. Spatial time series maps are input in a 
scheduled manner (e.g. every year) to control where disturbance occurs each period. The 
effect of disturbance is the same as the empirical approach.

The third approach is to apply MPB projections from the provincial scale BCMPB model 
(Appendix 7). This allows the CLM to use a detailed spatial time series of MPB attach  
severity (partial disturbance) to capture MPB disturbance over the course of the current  
outbreak.

For all cases, the harvesting model is capable of salvaging standing dead wood, based on 
preferences, and the succession model captures merchantable decay of standing dead wood 
(shelf life).

2.5 Outputs
During processing, the core dynamics can be set to output a time series of projected  
landscape states (stand age, stand height, volume per hectare, etc.) required for indicator 
processing. The indicator post-processing modules (patch pattern analysis, grizzly bear, 
general indicators) take as input a series of landscape state snapshots for analysis. Other  
output indicators directly from the core dynamics include growing stock, constraint 
information, harvest information and natural disturbance information. Many of the timber  
indicators are used to verify model behaviour. 

2.5.1 Timber Supply Indicators
Growing stock, defined as the volume in cubic metres for certain strata in the landscape, is 
the primary indicator used in timber supply analysis to determine sustainable harvest 
projections. The growing stock sub-model assesses and outputs the growing stock and forest 
age class structure as well as updating a layer with volume/ha in each cell of the landscape  
based on the TSR volume tables, analysis unit, stand age and THLB.  The indicators tracked 
include growing stock (m3) and area (ha) for various components of the forest, including  
forest in and out of the THLB, resource emphasis areas, BEC zones, and areas under 
various constraints. 

Harvest Statistics: A range of output values track key aspects of the harvesting process, and  
include annual volume harvested, volume salvaged, area harvested, volume per hectare 
harvested, mean age harvested, estimated kilometres of roads constructed, harvest profile in  
terms of the proportion of harvested stands by leading species.

Limiting Constraints: Track the area of forest unavailable for harvest due to the various 
objectives.  This is output as net and gross values, where the net value is the incremental area 
constrained after preceding constraints have been accounted for, and the gross value is the 
total amount the would be constrained independent of the other constraints.  The primary  
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order of constraints applied is minimum harvest age, road access (if enabled), adjacency,  
forest cover constraints (applied in order specified in input file).

3.0 Model Linkages
3.1  Linkages with Species Habitat Models
The CLM exports data to grizzly bear habitat supply models (HSMs), which rate seasonal 
habitat suitability on the basis of the data received from the CLM.  The grizzly bear HSMs 
were originally developed for the Mackenzie TSA but are undergoing further development 
for application on the Cranbrook TSA.  The seasonal models are programmed in NETICA, 
a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) modelling shell.  The BBNs determine the probability that  
habitat is suitable given the state of input variables (forest age and canopy closure, for 
example) provided by the CLM.  Because the relationships between input variables and 
habitat suitability are probabilistic the BBNs express habitat suitability as a probabilistic 
outcome.  For example, the BBNs would allow specification that, given a certain forest 
structure, there is an 80% chance that food value would be high, and a 20% chance that it 
would be medium.  

The grizzly bear models receive data from the CLM in the form of database text files that  
describe the characteristics of each 1 ha piece of the Cranbrook TSA area.  Before exporting  
data to the species programs, the CLM first groups individual 1ha cells into sets of multiple  
cells with identical characteristics.  This reduces the processing time required to run the 
grizzly bear HSMs.  

Processing of CLM data in the NETICA models for grizzly bear requires manual  
manipulation of files.  Consequently, for these species, it is not possible to evaluate habitats 
in Natural Case “landscapes”.   Doing so would require manual work with 100 sets of output 
data files, which would take a great deal of time.  

In addition, outputs such as logging activity levels along roads, is provided for an assessment 
of grizzly “security areas”.

3.2  Linkages with other analysis
In addition to exporting data specifically designed to drive the grizzly bear HSM models, the 
CLM exports data that can be directly evaluated by domain experts.  All biodiversity 
indicators, including forest age structure and patch characteristics are intended to be 
interpreted directly by domain experts before results are presented to the CBMPB.  Similarly, 
seral state data allow domain experts to examine implications for wildlife species (e.g. moose) 
without the aid of species models, and simulated road locations allow examination of the  
implications of access patterns for mountain goat.  

4.0 Benchmark Scenarios
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4.1 TSR 3 Base Case
The TSR 3 base case is a non-spatial assessment using the same assumptions as applied using 
FSSIM for the timber supply review analysis. Some key assumptions are described in 
Appendix 2. We used the information in the TSR 3 report first to calibrate the CLM to 
ensure we captured the same assumptions. We call this step “TSR alignment”.  Then we 
generate the base case harvest flow from scratch as a verification step.

The THLB we obtained was 422,373 ha, while the TSR 3 analysis reported 416,196 ha.

We applied the partitions as in TSR 3. One partition was created to treat salvage from 2003 
mapped fires. Volumes were reduced by 30%. Fire salvage was assigned a high harvest 
priority. Areas salvaged were given a 2-year regeneration delay and placed on managed stand 
AUs. Stands not salvaged within 3 years were assumed to regenerate naturally on unmanaged 
stand AUs with a 4 year regeneration delay. Productive area was reduced by 10%, and forest 
cover constraints were not applied in salvaged areas.

A second and third priority was placed to control harvest within open forest and open range, 
with caps of 30% and 14% of the harvest, respectively. A fourth priority was created for  
young pine leading stands (< 110 years old), with an aim to reduce landscape susceptibility to 
MPB. The main priority (for all remaining stands) applied an oldest-first rule.

Indicators for growing stock, mean age harvested, mean volume/ha harvested, etc. were 
quite close to the TSR 3 results, indicating a reasonable match of assumptions. The resulting 
harvest flow is compared with the TSR 3 base case harvest level in 

Table 2. Comparison of TSR 3 base case harvest level with harvest level from CLM when  
applying same assumptions, but generating a harvest flow.

Year TSR 3 CLM TSR3
3 908,000 908,000

10 838,000 796,600
20 838,000 796,600
30 838,000 796,600
40 800,000 796,600
50 767,000 796,600
60 767,000 796,600
70 767,000 796,600
80 767,000 796,600
90 767,000 796,600

100 800,000 796,600
110 841,000 796,600
120 841,000 796,600

130+ 841,000 806,200
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4.2 Projection scenarios: alternative futures
4.2.1  Spatial Base Case
The Spatial Base Case (SBC) is intended to demonstrate the long-term effects of current  
forest management policies in the Cranbrook TSR on coarse filter biodiversity and habitat 
for grizzly bear.  Accordingly, the spatial base case simply applies the current policy used in 
the Cranbrook TSR except that the CLM locates cutblocks spatially and applies access 
constraints. Block size ranges were estimated from recent harvest history, and applied as a 
uniform distribution from 10-100ha. No effect of access is applied up to 200m from an  
existing road, then the likelihood of selecting a cell to initiate a block declines linearly until  
2km from a road. Areas at greater distances from roads are unavailable for harvest until 
additional road development occurs. Since there is little variance among runs, only a single 
replicate was required.

In addition, this scenario includes natural disturbance using the empirical fire model and the 
MPB disturbance stream from BCMPB (first 20 years), and salvage.

4.2.2 Natural Base Case
The Natural Base Case is intended to act as a benchmark against which the structure of 
managed forests can be compared.  This intended function is similar to the use of Natural  
Disturbance Types in the Biodiversity Guidebook.  However, in the Natural Base Case, 
natural disturbances are modelled explicitly in both time and space, and rates of natural  
disturbance are applied individually to each different Biogeoclimatic Variants within the 
study area.  The disturbance rates applied were based on disturbance history analysis for the 
area (G. Utzig, pers. comm.).  Since disturbance rates as well as the locations of disturbances 
were controlled by probability functions, no single simulation could be assumed to represent 
the natural landscape.  Consequently, multiple sample “landscapes” were required.  To avoid 
spatio-temporal autocorrelation among samples, 10 simulation runs were made, each with 10 
landscape snapshots taken at a 300 years spacing between snapshots.  We determined that 
300 years between samples was adequate to remove any effect of the preceding sample.

4.3 Retrospective scenarios: alternative pasts
One aim for the first stage of this project is to examine past disturbance and management  
patterns. We selected 1973 as a base year, and estimated stand conditions at that time as 
follows: anywhere not disturbed during that period had 32 years subtracted from its age; ages 
for disturbed or logged areas were estimated by selecting the age of the nearest undisturbed  
stands (limiting these to stands > 100 years old for logged areas, assuming a focus on mature 
stands).
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To estimate road conditions at the start of 1973, we estimated conditions when industrial 
logging began (about 1949). We assumed that the only roads existing at the time were the 
main paved highways in the area (clearly a coarse assumption, since other roads surely 
existed).  We then “replayed” historic logging patterns from 1949 to 1972, allowing the 
model to “activate” the road network segments required to access the harvested areas. This 
resulted in a road map for 1973 conditions, with some of the present road network as 
“active” and some of it as “future” (Figure 4). The inventory file indicates a current total of 
about 18,810 km roads of all classes, with about 930 km of highways, 16,420 km of primary  
logging roads, and 1,460 km of secondary roads. The estimated 1973 conditions resulted in  
about 3,940 km of roads.

Figure 4. Estimated existing (blue) and future (yellow) roads in 1973 conditions.

Starting in 1973, we projected landscape conditions forward to 2004 with an aim of 
exploring the range of possible outcomes. These represent a range of “real options”  
available for managers during that period.

 Historic logging (HistLog1973_2003)
This scenario simply replays historic logging, fire and MPB to provide a simple baseline 
comparison and to verify that the model ends up with conditions close to 2004 conditions.

 No management (NoMgmt1973_2003)
This scenario simply replays natural disturbance over this time period, to provide a baseline 
of how the forest conditions may have evolved in the absence of logging.
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 Default management (SQLog1973_2003)
This scenario applies the “status quo” management regime assumed in TSR 3 over this time 
frame, with an additional priority for salvage of disturbed stands.

 No salvage (NoSalvage1973_2003)
This scenario is the same as above, except no salvage was applied.

 Susceptibility focus (SuscFocus1973_2003)
This scenario applied a priority to focus harvest as much as possible in stands susceptible to 
MPB, based on an approximation of the Shore and Safranyik MPB susceptibility rating. This 
scenario aims to quantify the degree to which susceptibility may have been reduced over this 
time frame.

 Minimize roads(MinRds1973_2003)
This scenario harvests the same volume, but with a focus on minimizing the amount of road  
constructed to access stands. The aim was to quantify the minimum amount of road that  
could have been built to harvest wood. 

4.3.1 Retrospective scenarios results
All scenarios harvest an average of about 500,000 m 3/year. Area harvested per year varies 
from about 1990 ha/year to 2360 ha/year, while mean age varies from about 112 years to 
about 160 years (Table 3).

Table 3. Base metrics for retrospective scenarios.

Scenario Area 
harveste
d (ha/yr)

Mean volume/ha 
harvested (m3/ha)

Mean age 
harvested 

(years)

Mainline 
roads 

built (km)

Mean 
susceptibility 

harvested (0-100)
Historic logging 2,360 219 122 5,390 20
Default management 1,950 263 160 3,410 20
No salvage 1,990 258 159 2,430 20
Susceptibility focus 2,260 226 112 4,560 47
Minimize roads 2,040 251 145 2,230 24

The area of forest with susceptibility of at least 40 would have been reduced by about  
30,000 ha if harvest had focused on reduction of such stands from 1973 to 2003 ( Table 4). 
Other management scenarios reduced susceptible stands by about 20,000 ha over the no 
harvest scenario. The main susceptibility harvested is about 20 to 24 for all scenarios, except 
Susceptibility focus, where it is 47 (Table 3).

The amount of road built varies considerably between scenarios, with a low of just over  
2,400 km built over period (minimize roads scenario) to a high of over twice that level 
(Table 3). The scenario the aims to reduce susceptibility leads to relatively high levels of 
roading. The historic logging scenario does not re-create all currently mapped roads (there 
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are over 18,000 km in the inventory file, but the historic logging scenario ends with about 
9,300 km). This is due in part to roads created historically for reasons other than harvest 
access, but may suggest that the CLM produces a less compact road network than 
historically. 

Table 4. Area with susceptibility rating of at least 40% from different retrospective scenarios  
starting in 1973 and running to 2003. Note that the historic logging scenario does not define 
a THLB (since it simply replays past harvesting).

Scenario Susceptibility > 40 total (ha) Susceptibility > 40 THLB (ha)
No management 143,400 ha 104,200 ha
Historic logging 124,400 ha N/A
Default management 126,400 ha 89,000 ha
No salvage 127,800 ha 89,800 ha
Susceptibility focus 92,100 ha 58,300 ha
Minimize roads 123,000 ha 85,600 ha

5.0 Main assessment scenarios
The CLM can support the diverse scenarios to assess. Projections from current conditions 
generally share the following elements:

(i) Progression of current MPB outbreak: the MPB outbreak will continue based on  
inputs from BCMPB.

(ii) Natural disturbance based on NDT landscapes.
(iii) Timber harvesting, based on sustainable harvest flows derived via timber supply 

analysis.
(iv) Salvage of dead wood from MPB and other natural disturbances.
(v) Disturbance in private non-forestry lands (1% per year; Appendix 6).

The main assessment scenarios differ in terms of assumptions about future conditions (e.g.  
climate change) and management strategy (monitor & adapt vs. intervention). The main 
parameters to vary include:

(i) Forestry constraints: status quo scenarios will apply current cover constraints. 
More conservation-oriented scenarios will include proposed OGMAs and 
increased targets for old forest reserves. More aggressive harvesting scenarios 
will decrease constraints levels (e.g. caribou constraints), and allow encroachment 
into ecological netdown areas (e.g. riparian reserves).

(ii) Access: scenarios will either continue with current access and road building, or 
apply a reduced/controlled access management strategy that limits the amount 
of road built and maintained.

(iii) Climate change: either current climate, as represented by BEC zone and MPB 
climatic suitability, will either remain static, change based on time frames of the 
projected climate surfaces, or change immediately to future climate conditions.
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(iv) Pine replacement: Starting conditions will either apply current inventory data, or 
use revised inputs that assume aggressive pine conversion over the past 3 
decades.

6.0 Conclusion
This document describes the Cranbrook landscape model, and some of the scenarios  
designed and assessed. Most of the application in the preceding project year focused on  
retrospective analysis. In the present year, we refined the model, and used it to project future 
conditions under a range of scenarios.
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Appendix 1. Data inputs
Most data was obtained from LRDW, while some was provided by Min. of Environment 
and ForSite. Data for the TEMBEC private managed forest land area was provided by 
TEMBEC and integrated with the timber supply area inventory.

Base inventory Attribute  Comment
Forest Cover   

Inventory Type Group, Species, 
Species Percent  
Projected Age, height  
Site Index
Inventory volume
Non-forest code
Non-productive code
Type Id
Logging history Year of logging
ESA1, 2 Environmentally sensitive areas

TRIM   
Roads
Elevation In metres
Slope In percent

Management Zones   
Landscape units  
Operability  
Inclusion factor
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Base inventory Attribute  Comment

VQO/IRM
Used VQO information from a provincial-scale 
dataset

UWR / PEM-UWR Ungulate winter range
Caribou zones
SRMMP Southern Rocky Mountains Management  Plan
Watersheds As in Ministerial Order

Other   
BEC
Ownership
Management Unit
Caribou habitat

Non-spatial inputs   
FSSIM files Volume/height Volume yields from TSR 3 (by analysis unit)

Appendix 2: The SELES Spatial Modelling Tool
SELES is a tool to build spatio-temporal models, and has been used in a wide range of 
projects for spatial timber supply, natural disturbance, habitat supply, endangered species 
recovery planning, sustainable forest management planning, etc. It provides a flexible 
framework in which models can be built to address the specific needs of a give problem. 
Part of this flexibility includes the ability to adapt model elements from prior projects as  
needed. 

Models built using SELES have been applied to a variety of ecological and management  
issues including fire and timber supply in the Invermere Enhanced Forestry Management 
Area (Morgan and Fall, 1998), mountain caribou habitat supply in the Columbia Mountains 
(Fall et al 2001), Unsalvageable loss in Robson Valley (Eng et al. 2001) and Mountain Pine 
Beetles in the Lakes Forest District (Fall et al. 2002). SELES models have been used the 
North Coast, Haida Gwaii and Morice land-use planning processes (e.g. Fall et al. 2005, 
Morgan et al. 2002). 

SELES is provided freely at www.gowlland.ca. Further information can also be found at 
www.seles.info. A foundational philosophy for SELES users is that models should be 
transparent and shared. This translates into a benefit for clients as new applications can draw 
upon the experience and models developed in previous project (and in turn will increase 
capacity in future projects).

Appendix 3: SELES Spatial Timber Supply Model
The SELES Spatial Timber Supply Model (STSM) is a general model implemented in 
SELES. It has been used in several timber supply review processes, and underlies timber 
analysis done in support of a number of land-use planning processes (North Coast LRMP,  
Morice LRMP, Haida Gwaii LUP) and the Spotted Owl Recovery Planning process. This 
appendix provides an overview of this model, while the next outlines how timber supply can  
be assessed using the STSM.
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The STSM consists of a linked set of submodels of landscape change that include forest  
growth, forest harvesting and roading. The inputs consist of digital raster maps describing  
the land base and parameter files that control model behaviour.  The outputs include text 
files that record various aspects of the land base (e.g. growing stock, age class distribution) 
and time series raster maps of landscape conditions (e.g. stand age) during the simulation. 
Output is used both to verify correct model behaviour and as indicators for values of 
interest. Sub-models simulate ecological and management-induced change (e.g. stand aging, 
harvesting). The model projects initial landscape conditions (described by input maps) 
forward through time, using processes represented in the sub-models (and controlled 
partially by input parameters) to create a model of landscape dynamics and to estimate  
future landscape conditions (summarised in output files and spatial maps).  Users create new 
scenarios primarily by modifying maps of management zones and parameters affecting  
management and natural processes.

The STSM has some stochastic elements regarding the location and shape of cutblocks,  
controlled by parameters. Although each model run may produce different results, the 
variation between runs is usually low when harvesting is specified as a deterministic 
preference (e.g. stand age relative to culmination age). All data layers are derived from 
inventory information provided.  Management zones include landscape units, visual quality 
zones and resource management zones (protected areas, private land, general and 
management). Species are represented using forest stand type groups, based on leading 
species, and forest productivity groups.
The forest is represented using species and age.  Harvest availability indicates which cells are 
available for harvesting according to harvest policy and rules as specified in the base case 
analysis. The timber harvesting landbase (THLB) is modeled spatially as a portion of each  
cell (e.g. road reductions are captured as partial netdowns of non-forest within cells). 
Growth and yield information will be taken from the most recent timber supply reviews 
(TSR). The road state tracks current and developed roads.

In addition to the spatial information above, a variety of non-spatial parameters are  
included, such as the harvest level, minimum harvest age, management objectives, and forest 
cover constraints.

A3.1 Spatial and Temporal Resolution
The STSM can use any cell resolution, but the most timber supply analyses have used 1 ha 
(100m x 100m) or 0.2 5ha (50m x 50m) cell resolution.  Spatial entities below this resolution, 
such as roads, are modelled as a percent of a cell.  Time is usually modelled in 1, 5 or 10-year 
steps.  The ordering of landscape change is harvesting then forest growth.  The time  
horizon for each run of the model is generally 400 years.

A3.2 Input Data
Digital maps describe land units that are used by a modelled process or that are used to 
create indicators.  Digital maps describe physiography, ecology, timber values, land-use units 
and roads. The STSM uses maps of existing roads to identify initial conditions.  It uses maps 
of projected roads to simulate future development of main roads.  Spur roads and roads in  
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unmapped areas of the THLB are built by connecting short segments to the mapped road  
network as development progresses.

In addition to the spatial information, a variety of parameters are used in the STSM.  
Influential parameters include tree growth curves, minimum harvest ages, harvest flow, and 
forest cover rules (See Fall, 2002 for a full list of parameter files).  Along with zoning, forest  
cover rules provide a means of emphasising different values in different model scenarios. 
Within zones, harvesting is restricted by specifying forest cover rules that require a minimum 
amount of older forest or a maximum amount of young forest.  The proportions of each  
forest age class required and the definitions of each age class may vary among zone types.

A3.3 Process Models
Models of landscape change include forest growth, forest harvesting and access  
development. Natural disturbance within the THLB is usually modelled as a volume “non-
recovered loss”.  Within-stand disturbances, caused by disease, insects and windthrow, are 
not explicitly modelled, however, their timber-related impacts are accounted for in estimates 
of volume harvested.  Succession (changes in dominant tree species) is modelled indirectly  
via changes in analysis units from planting. Forest management strategies used in the model 
control the amount and distribution of logging disturbance within zones, as well as amount  
of location of roads developed.

A3.3.1 Forest Growth
The forest growth sub-model was designed to age forested cells each timestep, to maintain 
analysis units, to update global tracking variables and to enable post-harvest planting and 
forest growth to be modelled.  Stand ageing simply increments the age in each forested unit 
by one year up to a maximum age.  Age may be frozen outside of the THLB in an effort to  
maintain forest age class distribution consistent with the historical disturbance regime, 
except in areas with specific, known histories (e.g. areas that experienced fume kill in the 
North Coast).

Stand volume at a given age on a given analysis unit is estimated by a yield table look-up. 
Planting is assumed to occur in all stands after harvest.  Following their first harvest, stands 
move to a “managed stand” analysis unit, having a different associated growth curve. 
Managed stands grow faster than natural stands.

A3.3.2 Harvesting Model 
Each time step, cells eligible for harvest are selected based on the harvest preference 
specified (e.g. “relative oldest first”). Blocks are “grown” from initially selected cells (to meet 
target block size targets). New blocks are placed until the target harvest level (m3/yr) for the 
period has been reached.  Partitions and priorities may be included to focus harvest (e.g. 
deciduous AAC partitions). A description of the logic is given in Table 5.  Height is assigned 
to each stand based on height curves from stand growth and yield models (e.g. TIPSY and 
VDYP). 

Table 5.  Steps used to choose cells in the logging sub-model.
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Limit harvesting disturbance to eligible land:
 the timber harvesting landbase;
 eligible zones (age class structure allows harvesting; status updated with each 

disturbance);
 conventional operating areas within 2 km of an existing road or the ocean;
 helicopter operating areas within 5 km of a helicopter drop site, ocean or an existing  

road;
 stands older than minimum harvest age.
Assign priority of new harvesting to each map cell based on
 stand age (relative to culmination age). 
 Adjacency (lower probability for stands within 50m of logged areas under 3m in height)
 Select new cell location (first map cell to harvest) based on eligibility and priority: 
In harvested cells:
 if in the conventional operating area build a road from the cell to the nearest road cell  

(see section 3.4.4) 
 harvest the cell and set stand age to zero; 
 update tracking variables (e.g. annual volume harvested and seral distribution for 

applicable zones); 
 reduce the area of THLB in the cell to account for new access roads, if in conventional  

operating area, and for within-block development. 

A3.3.3 Road and Helicopter Access 
With cutblock initiation and spread, this sub-model assumes that roads, skid trails and 
landings develop. Within-cutblock (cell) development (roads, skid trails and landings) reduces 
the net forested area and hence future volumes harvestable.  In addition, a pre-defined 
average aerial impact of main road access is applied to each block, further reducing net  
forested area.  Within-block development and average road impacts apply only when a 
natural stand is harvested the first time. No roads are created in areas where helicopter 
logging is applied.  

The logging sub-model explicitly connects cutblocks to the main road network.  It connects 
“landings” by straight-line “spur” road segment to the nearest existing or future road 
location. The first cell of a block is considered to be a landing, and at each 40ha size  
threshold, another landing is created (i.e. the model assumes approximately one landing per 
40ha of forest harvested). Spur roads may connect to an existing mapped road, a previously  
created spur road or a future mapped road. In the latter case, the future segment is then 
activated along with any “downstream” future roads to the nearest existing road. This 
method of modelling road development allows an approximation of the amount of road  
required to meet a harvest request, allows access restrictions to influence harvesting while 
harvesting reduces access constraints over time, and allows roads to be used in the 
computation of output indicators.
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A3.3.4 Priorities and Partitions
We define a priority as a sub-set of the THLB to which a portion of the AAC is applied.  
Priorities are processed in the order specified. A partition is simply a special case of 
priorities in which there is no overlap between either the THLB or the AAC portions. 
Priorities are specified with three main attributes: a definition of the area to which the  
priority applies, the portion of the AAC to attempt to apply in that area and the order rule to  
use for the priority.

Since priorities and partitions can involve arbitrary rules (e.g. based on inventory type group 
for deciduous partitions, or on landscape unit types), a general solution is required to allow 
STSM to capture the wide range of possibilities. We use SELES macros (function files) to 
define one Boolean function (i.e. evaluating to TRUE or FALSE) for each priority.  Note 
that there must be at least one priority per partition (otherwise no areas are defined for 
harvest), but this could be simply specified as “TRUE” (i.e. the entire THLB).

This approach can support multiple, independent management units. For example, two 
management units would be defined using two partitions, where each is defined as restricted 
to its portion of the landbase. Each partition has it’s own harvest level, and may or may not 
interact via forest cover constraints.

Appendix 4: Timber Supply Analysis Methods using STSM
A land use scenario in the context of landscape modeling is defined as a set of maps of  
different zones (possibly overlapping) or attributes and a set of management rules or  
ecological assumptions attached to each (e.g. forest cover rules, growth and yield, post-MPB 
salvageable volume). Rules for protected areas and IRM are simple, but other management 
objectives (e.g. targets for range of natural variability by analysis unit, biogeoclimatic zone 
and landscape unit) require clear definitions of rules and constraints. Timber supply analysis  
is performed using the STSM using a semi-automated sequence of steps for a given land-use  
scenario. 

Timber supply analysis refers to the goal of identifying the maximum sustainable harvest flow  
supported within a given land-use scenario. The goal of maximization requires some 
consideration. One may aim to maximize long-term or short-term harvest levels, time to 
maintain a current harvest level, etc. Also, given the uncertainty in the system, one must be 
careful that maximizing the modeled land-use scenario has a high chance of being feasible  
and sustained in practice. This is one rationale for a simulation-based approach to timber 
supply analysis, with interaction and consideration by a human analyst.

To perform timber supply analysis, we need to state clear objectives and constraints for 
timber supply. Sustainable timber supply has two key aspects:

(i) Feasible harvest target  : The annual harvest target must be achievable in all 
periods. If the target cannot be met in one or more periods over a long time 
horizon (e.g. 400 years), this indicates a harvest level is not feasible according to 
productivity, forest cover and access constraints, and other considerations.

(ii) Stable long-term growing stock  : Stable growing stock over the long run is a key 
indicator of sustainable timber supply. If this is declining, harvests are higher  
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than can be supported, while if it is increasing, there are some harvest  
opportunities. To assess this, we often define “long-term” as 3-4 centuries. That 
is, between years 200-400 growing stock must be effectively non-declining. We 
may choose to allow a slight decline (e.g. 1% per century) to permit some 
flexibility.

The above give us a test to assess if a given harvest target is sustainable. From a given start 
point, if a harvest target is sustainable, we may look for further harvest opportunities by  
increasing harvest in one or more time periods. If not, we need to reduce the target in one  
or more periods. This provides a general approach to seek a maximum sustainable harvest 
target. However, there are many such targets, and the most desirable depends on other goals. 
Hence, we define some key constraints and objectives on the attributes of the maximum 
sustainable harvest target (based on guidelines from C. Fletcher, Forest Analysis Branch):

(i) The harvest target must be maintained at or above the level of the maximum 
long-term harvest level (LTHL) or any mid term bottleneck. This condition may 
not always be desirable, in particular for management units that have significant 
historic harvesting where a drop in some periods below the maximum LTHL 
may be necessary to achieve management objectives. In most units, however, this 
effectively captures the criteria that short and medium term management should 
not compromise future generations.

(ii) The maximum short-term harvest level, up to the current AAC, should be 
attempted and maintained as long as possible. This condition is designed to 
minimize short-term impacts, in particular if the current AAC must be reduced  
to meet objectives for a given land-use scenario. When assessing units that have 
no current AAC (e.g. a First Nations territory in a Detailed Strategic Planning 
process), selection of a starting target harvest is a subjective choice that should  
be made based on technical information (e.g. information on harvests from the 
overlapping TSAs/TFLs) and social choice (e.g. via the working committee).

(iii) The maximum decline between subsequent 10-year planning periods is 10% of 
the starting harvest level. This condition is designed to minimize the social and 
economic impacts of declining timber supply within any given decade.

These conditions can be used as guidance to find an appropriate maximum harvest flow for 
a given scenario. The general steps are:

(i) Determine the most constraining time period: Using a binary search algorithm, 
iteratively assess different levels of constant volume harvest targets until the 
maximum level is found (Figure 5, step 1). This will often identify the maximum 
long-term harvest level, but may also identify mid or short-term bottlenecks (e.g. 
post-salvage in MPB affected units). If this identifies the LTHL (as indicated by a 
level long-term growing stock), it can be contrasted with the maximum 
theoretical long-range sustainable yield level that can be assessed by summing up 
the cumulative mean annual increments across all analysis units. The LTHL 
found in this step will usually be less than the theoretical level due to stand age 
structure, timing of harvest, forest cover constraints, etc.  In the case that a 
bottleneck other than LTHL is identified, increases in prior to the bottleneck 
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may sometimes reduce the bottleneck, but in according to objective (i) above, 
should not exacerbate it.

(ii) Increase the short-term harvest level: Using another binary search algorithm,  
iteratively assess different levels of short-term increases (“shifts” of short-term)  
until the maximum level is found (Figure 5, step 2). For example, in a TSA, the 
current AAC may be attempted for 8 decades (before declining to the long-term 
level). If this is unsustainable, it may be reduced to 4 decades, otherwise it may 
be attempted for 12 decades. Careful design of the harvest pattern to shift is  
based on the results of the first step plus the guidelines described.

(iii) Refine the long-term harvest level: sometimes, increasing the short and mid-term 
harvest levels results in an increase capacity of the long-term harvest level (e.g.  
Figure 5, step 3). This may occur, for example, if the area harvested in the short-
term is closer to the LRSY, and so the age-structure is structured earlier to 
support a higher long-term level. The point at which harvest can increase 
requires examination of harvest indicators (e.g. after bottlenecks of harvest  
availability and after growing stock starts to increase significantly). In some cases, 
this may increase the entire long-term level, while in others it may result in a 
long-term level that is higher than the mid-term. It is important to note, 
however, that the lower mid-term level in this latter condition is not a 
consequence of higher harvest in the short-term (but is due to interactions  
between stand age structure and regeneration).
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Figure 5. Illustration of the steps of assessing sustainable timber supply with STSM. Step 1  
is to estimate the maximum even-flow harvest level (constant harvest level;  lower 
dashed line). Step 2 is to increase the short-term level consistent with the maximum 
even-flow level (steps from current AAC line down to level identified in step 1). In 
this example, the current AAC can be maintained for two decades before declining 
in 10% steps to the harvest level identified in step 1. Step 3 is to refine the long-
term harvest level based on the results of the previous two steps. In this example,  
after 130 years, the long-term harvest level can increase by about 15%.

As outlined, this approach is most useful for situations, where the initial harvest level is 
above the long-term level due to differences in volume between old-growth forests and 
second growth forests. This is a common situation in coastal areas. Adaptations are 
straightforward for cases where the short-term is lower than the long-term level (e.g. in 
certain units on Haida Gwaii).

A4.1 Specific Cases
There are several general “archetypes” that can characterize many management units.

A relatively common case in areas with relatively recent large-scale forest management and 
little natural disturbance is a landscape consisting mostly of mature, unmanaged stands. In 
this case, the volume per hectare harvested early in the horizon is typically higher than later 
in the horizon, as second growth is often expected to be harvested at a relative young age. In 
this case, growing stock usually declines significantly before levelling out.  This case often 
results in Step 1 of the method outlined previously identifying either the long-term harvest  
level or a mid-term bottleneck where older forest becomes scarce before second growth can 
support a full harvest level. In the former case, Step 2 identifies the short/mid term level  
and the analysis is complete. In the latter case, after Step 2 is finished, growing stock will be 
increasing in the long-term, and the long-term harvest level can be increased at some point.

Another relatively common case in areas with a relatively long history of forest management  
and/or high levels of natural disturbance is a landscape consisting of little mature,  
unmanaged stands, and a range of regenerating stands. In this case Step 1 may identify a  
short-term bottleneck. Harvest may be increased in steps later in the horizon. Each step is 
accomplished by estimating the time period to start an increase (based on harvest 
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bottlenecks and growing stock increases) and running a convergence interpolation 
experiment to identify the magnitude of increase supported. In general, attempting to  
increase earlier in the time horizon will lead to more, smaller steps until the long-term level is 
found, while attempting to increase later will lead to fewer, larger steps.

In some cases, step 1 may identify a mid-term bottleneck of some kind. In general, harvest  
flows with “dips” in the mid-term (i.e. mid-term lower than short and long term) are best 
avoided, if the dip is a consequence of the short-term harvest level. In some cases, however,  
a mid-term dip is caused by landscape composition (e.g. natural disturbance, past 
management choices, changing management policies). Step 2 can then identify the degree to 
which the short term can increase without further impacting the mid term (and perhaps even 
mitigating it). Step 3 can identify potential long-term increases.

The Mountain Pine Beetle (MPB) infestation seems to create this latter case in many units, 
especially when combined with increased AACs to attempt to salvage beetle-killed wood 
prior to shelf life. Because MPB attack older stands, a key timber supply impact is that 
stands envisioned to support mid-term harvest levels (before second growth forest can 
support the harvest level) become regenerating stands, either post-salvage or after shelf life  
of killed wood. For assessments in MPB affected areas, the same steps as outlined can be 
used. Step 1 will identify the bottleneck. Step 2 can identify the short-term level and Step 3 
can identify recovery of timber supply in the long-term.

A4.2 Use of External Disturbance Streams
A revision to STSM has been made to enable a time series stream of disturbance  
information to be input to the model. It is primarily designed to handle input of MPB  
impact information projected by BCMPB (Eng et al. 2005). Currently, two streams of 
information can be specified: severity and salvage. In the absence of disturbance, “zero” layers  
are loaded by default.

The severity information specifies the percent (0-100) of each cell that is killed, and should  
represent cumulative kill information. For use with BCMPB, this element is a direct output 
from BCMPB. Salvage information should represent “current salvageable volume”. That is, 
the volume that would be recovered if the cell were harvested in that time period. Hence, it 
must account for shelf life (i.e. loss of original live merchantable volume to decay, splitting, 
etc.). This requires a post-processing step from BCMPB output to combine annual kill 
information with growth and yield tables, corresponding analysis units, and a shelf life  
function.

For efficiency, a model has been designed and implemented in SELES to generate a 
salvageable volume series taking as input a severity stream. This requires careful processing 
to ensure the shelf life function is applied appropriately. That is, the volume killed each year 
must be maintained separately so that the shelf life function, which is a function of time  
since kill, can sum up the residual volumes. To be general, other tools could be used to 
produce the severity and/or salvage streams
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A set of example scenarios has been created to illustrate how users can direct input from a  
given stream.

To control salvage, a priority may be used to focus harvest on salvage areas, while other 
priorities may be used to handle harvest post-salvage (or harvest of non-salvage during the  
salvage period).

Appendix 5: Timber Supply Review Alignment: Forest 
Management Assumptions in Cranbrook TSA

The following were taken or adapted from the TSR 3 analysis report.

(i) Growth and yield data and analysis unit definitions: as in TSR3 report (including genetic 
gain assumptions).

(ii) Unsalvaged losses (USLs): Specified as an annual volume loss and are added to the 
annual harvest request. The USL applied was 77,241 m3/year, as in TSR. The largest 
factors were mountain pine beetle (43,561 m3/year), blowdown (25,228 m3/year) and 
fire 7,384 m3/year).

(iii) Disturbance outside THLB: as in TSR3 report.
(iv) Silvicultural systems: As in TSR3, clearcut with reserves (WTPs) or short-term 

shelterwood harvest systems were assumed, except in in open forest and open range, 
where partial harvest was assumed.

(v) Basic silviculture and regeneration assumptions: After harvesting, an analysis unit-specific 
regeneration delay of 1-3 years is applied, depending on the AU, and a regenerated 
analysis unit is assigned to the cell. 

(vi) Immature plantation history: As in TSR 3, all stands up to 20 years were placed on 
existing managed yield curves in the initial conditions, as were any previously 
harvested stands with planting records.

(vii) Not satisfactorily restocked areas: As in TSR 3. Some backlog NSR was removed from 
the THLB, while some was assumed to grow with lower yield expectations.

(viii) Wildlife tree patches  (WTPs): As in TSR 3: a 2.7% volume reduction in Aus other than 
open range/forest.

(ix) Forest cover requirements – resource emphasis areas and landscape level biodiversity: Forest cover 
constraints were applied as in the TSR, and shown in the following tables.

Table 6. Forest cover constraints by landscape unit (except for landscape level biodiversity 
and UWR).

Resource emphasis

Maximum 
disturbance 
(%)

Green-up height (m) or 
years

Land base to 
which constraints 
apply

VQO – preservation 0 – 5%3 3 - 8.5 m4 Productive forest
VQO – retention 3 – 15% 3 - 8.5 m Productive forest

3 Depending on viewing distance and visual absorption class (Table 60 in TSR 3 report).
4 Depending on slope class. These were converted in TSR 3 to ages for modelling purposes using Site Tools.
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VQO – partial retention 10 –25% 3 - 8.5 m Productive forest
VQO – modification 15-33% 3 - 8.5 m Productive forest
Enhanced resource 
development zone (ERDZ) 33% 2 years THLB
Integrated resource 
management (IRM), outside 
ERDZ and open forest/range 33 % 12 years

TLHB

Community watersheds 30% 22 years Productive forest
Domestic watersheds class 1 30% 22 years Productive forest
Domestic watersheds class 2 30% 22 years Productive forest
Domestic watersheds class 3 30% 22 years Productive forest
Domestic watersheds class 3s 30% 22 years Productive forest
Mark Creek 30% 22 years Productive forest
Mark Creek 14.1% 10 years
Wigwam Creek 30% 22 years Productive forest
Lakeshore mgmt zone 15% 17 years Productive forest

Table 7. Forest cover constraints for UWR applied by landscape unit outside Southern 
Rocky Mountains Management area.

Resource emphasis
Minimum 
retention (%)

Threshold 
years

Land base to which 
constraints apply

Moose UWR – deep snowpack 50% 120 years Productive forest
Moose UWR – shallow snowpack 40% 81 years Productive forest
Whitetail UWR – deep snowpack 40% 100 years Productive forest
Whitetail UWR – shallow snowpack 30% 100 years Productive forest
Mule Deer UWR – deep snowpack 35% 100 years Productive forest
Mule Deer UWR – shallow snowpack 25% 100 years Productive forest
Elk UWR – deep snowpack 30% 100 years Productive forest
Elk UWR – shallow snowpack 25% 100 years Productive forest

Table 8. Forest cover constraints for UWR applied by landscape unit within Southern Rocky 
Mountains Management area.

Habitat type
Minimum 
retention (%)

Maximum 
disturbance 
(%)

Threshold 
years

Land base to which 
constraints apply

Managed forest – dry 10% > 100 years Productive forest
Managed forest – transitional 10% > 100 years Productive forest
Managed forest – transitional 20% > 60 years Productive forest
Managed forest – transitional 10% < 31 years Productive forest
Managed forest – mesic 20% > 100 years Productive forest
Managed forest – mesic 30% > 60 years Productive forest
Managed forest – mesic 10% < 31 years Productive forest
Managed forest – moist 20% > 60 years Productive forest
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Managed forest – moist 10% < 31 years Productive forest
Managed forest – wet 30% > 60 years Productive forest
Managed forest – wet 10% < 31 years Productive forest

Table 9. Forest cover constraints for caribou applied by landscape unit.

BEC / caribou zone
Minimum 
retention (%)

Threshold 
years

Land base to which 
constraints apply

Subalpine parkland No harvest - Productive forest
ESSF above caribou line 70% 140 years Productive forest
ESSF below caribou line 40% 140 years Productive forest
ESSF below caribou line 10% 250 years Productive forest
ICH above caribou line 70% 140 years Productive forest
ICH below caribou line 40% 140 years Productive forest
ICH below caribou line 10% 250 years Productive forest
MS 40% 100 years Productive forest

Table 10. Forest cover constraints for landscape level biodiversity (applied to productive 
forest by landscape unit). See table 44 of the TSR 3 report. Note that the old seral  
requirements for low BEO units were reduced by 2/3 in the first rotation, and 1/3 in the 
second rotation.

Biogeoclimatic 
unit

NDT 
Type

Age (years) Low BEO Intermediat
e BEO

High BEO

Atp 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A
ESSF wm/wmu 2 > 120 14% 28% 42%
ESSF wm/wmu 2 > 250 9% 9% 13%
ESSF dk/dku 3 > 120 14% 23% 34%
ESSF dk/dku 3 > 140 14% 14% 21%
ESSF dm/dmu 3 > 120 14% 23% 34%
ESSF dm/dmu 3 > 140 14% 14% 21%
ICH dm/mk1 3 > 100 14% 23% 34%
ICH dm/mk1 3 > 140 14% 14% 21%
IDF dm2 4 > 100 17% 34% 51%
IDF dm2 4 > 250 13% 13% 19%
MS dk 3 > 100 14% 26% 39%
MS dk 3 > 140 14% 14% 21%
PP dh2 4 >100 17% 34% 51%
PP dh2 4 > 250 13% 13% 19%
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Appendix 6: Management assumptions in private land
A6.1 Tembec private forest management land
Timber harvesting landbase, analysis units, growth and yield and other harvest assumptions 
were applied using the TSR3 assumptions from the timber supply area. The private forest 
management (PFM) land was set up as an independent sustained yield unit, and the STSM 
was adapted to allow independent, simultaneous timber supply in the PFM and TSA units.

This area was estimated to have just under 85,000 ha of productive forest, of which about  
54,700 ha was classified as THLB.

A6.2 Other private non-forestry land
There is a significant amount of private land in the study area, primarily within the Rocky 
Mountain trench. Some of this is non-forested (urban, farmland, etc), and some is forested.  
As this forest land has multiple owners, there is likely a wide diversity of management 
practices. Although there is high uncertainty regarding the management of this land, clearly  
there will be tree cutting for timber production, land clearing, range enhancement, local use, 
etc. However, this land is not managed as a whole for sustained forestry, and hence it would 
not be appropriate to model as another management unit. Furthermore, some key 
information required for timber supply is lacking. We made a simplifying assumption that 
1% of this land would be randomly disturbed per year, in patches. This land would 
regenerate as forest unless, under climate change, the underlying conditions no longer 
supported forest (i.e. if the biogeoclimate zone changed to Bunchgrass).

Appendix 7: Incorporating current MPB outbreak
The present mountain pine beetle (MPB) outbreak in BC has a magnitude large than 
previously observed. It has reached virtually every region in the province with susceptible 
stands. The Cranbrook area has sustained multiple years of attack. The rugged topography  
and fragmented nature of the pine stands has perhaps slowed its progression somewhat, but  
there is likely still large long-distance dispersal into the area, fuelling local populations.

The provincial MPB projection model (BCMPB) has been used to project the expected 
trajectory of the current outbreak at the provincial scale. A key output, used for timber  
supply and other assessments, is annual projections of severity of attack. As the data is at 16  
ha (400m x 400m) resolution and at a provincial extent, it must first be scaled to the local 
study area. This information is then combined with growth and yield tables and a shelf life  
function to create annual projections of merchantable salvage volume available. 

In the present study, we used a default shelf life function that varied by BEC zone, and 
created a projection of 20 years of merchantable salvage. This shelf life function errs on the  
optimistic side, given uncertainty in future products from dead pine. In dry variants, salvage 
declined gradually, to less than 10% of the original merchantable volume 20-years post 
attack. The medium and wet variants decline more quickly, to under 10% within 17 and 15 
years, respectively. 
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The STSM was then adapted to allow dynamic input of the attack severity and merchantable 
salvage layers on an annual time step for 20 years (and then revert to a 10-year step). A 
salvage priority can be set up (depending on the scenario) to focus harvest on recovering 
maximum salvage volume, rather than using an oldest first rule.

Appendix 8: MPB susceptibility index
MPB susceptibility is a key indicator, and potential driver of harvesting. In the absence of 
attack, harvesting high susceptibility stands is considered a means of reducing landscape  
scale vulnerability to future attack. We integrated a calculation of susceptibility, based on the 
Shore and Safranyik model (1992) into the Cranbrook Landscape Model. As we wanted to 
also include some measure of climate change, chose to implement a more recent variant that 
replaces the location factor (based on latitude, longitude and elevation) with a climatic factor 
(based on an integration of climatic variables relevant for MPB). MPB climatic suitability  
surfaces were available in 30-year “moving windows” from historic (1971-2000) to projected 
future conditions (2041-2070; Carroll et al 2004). These surfaces were used for inclusion to 
assess the impact of potentially changing climate on susceptibility, and interactions with 
other landscape dynamics.
.

Appendix 9: Modelling climate change
Climate change can potentially affect many components of the Cranbrook landscape,  
including natural disturbance, species succession, tree growth rates (e.g. growth and yield, 
afforestation/deforestation), insects (e.g. overwinter mortality) and water availability (e.g. 
snowpack, drought). Climate change will directly affect environmental variables, such as 
temperature and precipitation, which in turn influence fire weather, tree regeneration, 
overwinter MPB mortality, etc.

Our primary goal was to include climate change effects by incorporating expected changes in 
natural disturbance based on published research. Elements with little or no data (e.g. changes 
in growth and yield) were not included. Climate change effects are used to contrast with 
assumption of a static, current climate.

We chose to include two key elements that were available from other published research:
(i) Projections of changes to biogeoclimatic zones (Hamman and Wang).
(ii) Projections of changes to MPB climatic suitability (Carroll et al. 2004).

It is important to keep in mind that the projected conditions are for broad regions (e.g. all of 
BC) and hence represent relatively coarse grain information. We use these surfaces to guide 
and influence the Cranbrook model, and not to predict or dictate specific changes.

The general natural disturbance model was designed to capture the effect of all landscape-
scale stand-replacing disturbances, and is driven by a variation of natural disturbance types 
(NDT landscapes; Utzig, pers. comm.). The model was structured to allow dynamic input of 
projected future BEC zones. Data was available for years 2020, 2050 and 2080. The 
disturbance parameters (i.e. rotation and mean patch size) is linked to NDT). 
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Background analysis identified three key trends.  The first major trend is the projected 
expansion of the Bunchgraph biogeoclimatic zone, which typically supports only very sparse  
tree cover. This represents a key process of warming and drying in the trench and nearby 
upland areas. The Ponderosa Pine BEC zone (PP) shifts to BG, while Interior Douglas-Fir 
zone shifts fist to PP and then to BG. The second major trend is an increase in Interior 
Cedar-Hemlock (ICH). The current ICH remains largely unchanged, while substantial areas 
of Englemann Spruce-Subalpine Fir (ESSF), Montane Spruce (MS) and IDF shift to ICH  
over time. This represents a potential change in disturbance dynamics, and ICH tends to be 
warmer than ESSF and MS, and wetter than IDF. A third trend is a increase shift from 
Alpine Tundra (AT) to ESSF, although much of this change occurs in areas with not current 
forest cover (not shown in tables).

We implemented these key trends in the lands model. In any year of a model run, the 
present BEC zone is compared with the projected future BEC zone, leading to one of three  
changes in dynamics:

(a) Future BEC zone changes from forest to non-forest (e.g. Bunchgrass, BG). In this 
case, disturbance or logging will lead to deforestation. The assumption is that forests 
may generally persist in a BG zone as they have some sub-canopy environmental 
regulation, but cannot regenerate.

(b) Future BEC zone changes from non-forest to forest (e.g. alpine tundra becoming 
ESSF). In this case, forest may gradually encroach into open areas. There is little data 
to parameterize such a change in forest condition, so we chose to be conservative. A 
currently non-forested cell can be seeded only if a neighbouring cell (i.e. within  
100m) is at least mid-seral (40+ years).

(c) Future BEC zone stays forested, but changes to a higher/lower disturbance type. In 
this case, disturbance rates or patterns will change. Generally, NDT goes up or down 
at most one “level” within the projection, in which case the parameters for the 
geographically closest NDT with higher/lower disturbance are used.

The projections of MPB climatic suitability are used only to affect the MPB suitability index.  
This in turn may affect harvest priority (depending on harvest parameters), and is used as an 
indicator of future vulnerability to MPB attack.
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